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Across

5. large container used for holding and pouring 

liquids

9. a game with rackets in which a shuttlecock is 

played back and forth across a net.

10. sport where dancers compete on ice

11. sport where two players hit a yellow ball back 

and forth over a net

16. someone who does something for pleasure not 

for a profession

19. an activity that someone does regularly for 

enjoyment rather than work; a hobby.

21. an official who watches a game or match 

closely to enforce the rules

22. a short curved tube for a swimmer to breathe 

through while keeping the face under water.

24. something awarded as a prize for victory or 

success

25. the sport or activity of paddling a light, narrow 

boat.

28. one who enforces the rules in certain sports 

contests

30. something that relaxes and entertains

31. a game for two teams, usually of six players, in 

which a large ball is hit by hand over a high net, the 

aim being to score points by making the ball reach 

the ground on the opponent's side of the court.

33. the sport of fighting with an opponent and 

trying to throw or hold them down on the ground,

34. an event or contest in which people compete

35. to ride a bike

Down

1. a series of contests in some sport

2. a hobby or pastime

3. sport where you can only touch the ball with 

your feet

4. a small ship for pleasure cruises or racing

6. book of the bible that contains songs

7. a person who takes part in a contest or 

competition.

8. a downhill skiing race over a zigzag course

12. the state or experience of finding something 

funny.

13. a person who plays the same sport as you

14. a person who has defeated or surpassed all 

rivals in a competition, especially in sports.

15. sport where you travel over snow

17. a fast contact sport played on an ice rink 

between two teams of six skaters, who attempt to 

drive a small rubber disk (the puck) into the 

opposing goal with hooked or angled sticks.

18. a motor vehicle for traveling over snow

20. physical sports and games of any kind.

23. rich prophet of the bible, who lost everything 

and was tested by God for 140 years

26. a person striving for the same thing as another 

competitor

27. a person who watches something without 

taking part

29. a game played on a large open-air course, in 

which a small hard ball is struck with a club into a 

series of small holes in the ground

32. one who supervises an athletic contest


